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Abstract 
A class of focusing electrostatic fields built as a solution for the inverse corpuscular optics problem has been investigated. 
An effective algorithm for trajectory analysis of these fields was suggested and tested. The algorithm was based on the special 
parametric form of potentials representation. 
The main complexity of the problem is in treating the result of inverse form of potential representation, where coordinates 
are functions of the potential and the flux, but it is impossible to give the potential by an explicit function of coordinates. To 
solve the equations of motion in a direct form, it is necessary to find (numerically) coordinates at every integration step. It 
reduces the precision and increases the time of the calculations. We suggested using a parametric form of the potential and 
the relationship between coordinates. Direct equations of motion can be replaced with differential equations for parameters, 
which can be solved without any difficulty. 
The results obtained can be applied to designing of new energy-analyzing devices with enhanced capabilities. 
Copyright © 2016, St. Petersburg Polytechnic University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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 Solving inverse problems of charged particle dy-
namics in electrical and magnetic fields is a powerful
tool for designing new corpuscular optics systems with
the desired characteristics. Some of the noteworthy
results obtained through this approach are the con-
struction of an energy-analyzing system with ideal fo-
cusing in the symmetry plane [1] , and the creation of
mass-separating systems with ideal spatial and tem-
poral beam focusing [2] . Even though a substantial
range of analytical means has been accumulated this✩ Peer review under responsibility of St. Petersburg Polytechnic 
University. 
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(Peer review under responsibility of St. Petersburg Polytechnic University)far (see, for example, Monographs [3,4] ), not many
inverse corpuscular optics problems have been solved
[5] , while obtaining and analyzing new solutions, and
finding applications for them is without doubt of great
interest and relevance. 
The fields with a symmetry plane discussed in this
study may serve as basis for constructing modern
devices for analysis of variance of charged-particle
beams by energy. The concept of such devices is in
discriminating the particles by energy and concentrat-
ing them by other parameters (in particular, by starting
angle). Recently, a number of monographs and papers
[ 6 –8 ] have been published developing the theoretical
foundations for this type of devices, which attests to
the current interest in energy analyzers. ction and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article 
c-nd/4.0/ ). 
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 Polytechnic University professor Yu. K. Golikov 
suggested the following approach to setting the prob- 
lem of searching for symmetrical electrostatic struc- 
tures with the predetermined properties [1,5,9] . A ZOX 
plane is taken that is then associated with the system’s 
symmetry plane. The potential f depends only on the 
coordinate x , the dependence f ( x ) is monotonic and 
provides the deceleration of a charged particle moving 
along the positive direction of the x axis. The particle 
drifts along the z axis, since the force is absent along 
the z coordinate. We assume below that a particle with 
the dimensionless energy W (the dimensionless vari- 
ables are introduced according to [5,9] ) starts from 
the origin of coordinates at an angle θ (0 < θ < π /2) 
towards the z axis. After reflecting in the field f ( x ) , 
the particle must again return to the z axis in the fin- 
ish point z = P ( A ), where A = W sin 2 θ . The times of
moving along the x and z coordinates must be equal, 
and this condition leads to an integral equation al- 
lowing to construct from the arrival function P ( A ) a 
one-dimensional implicit (as a dependence x = F ( f )) 
potential distribution realizing the function P ( A ). The 
solution of this integral equation has the form 
x = F ( f ) = 1 
2π
f ∫ 
0 
P (A ) dA √ 
( f − A )(W − A ) (1) 
and in some important cases can be written in elemen- 
tary functions. In particular, the ideal angular focusing 
(in the angle range 0 < θ < π ) corresponds to the case 
P ( A ) = 1, 
x = 1 
2π
ln 
√ 
W + √ f √ 
W − √ f = 
1 
2π
L. (2) 
If f is expressed through x, then we can obtain the 
well-known field of the Tutankhamun system [1,5,9] : 
f ( x ) = tan h 2 πx. (3) 
A k th order focusing corresponds to the function 
P (A ) = 1 + g(A ) (A − A 0 ) k+1 , 
where the value of the parameter A 0 is determined 
by the focusing angle θ0 , and g ( A ) is the arbitrary 
dependence satisfying the condition g( A 0 )  = 0. 
Let us list as an example the potentials implement- 
ing the above-described arrival function at k = 0, 1, 2 
and at g ( A ) = 1: 
x = F 0 ( f ) = 1 4π
(
−2 
√ 
f W − ( f + W − 2 A 0 + 2) L 
)
, 
(4) x = F 1 ( f ) = 1 16 π
(
− 2 
√ 
f W (3 ( f + W ) − 8 A 0 ) 
−(3 f 2 + 2 f W + 3 W 2 
−8 A 0 ( f + W ) + 8 A 0 2 + 8) L 
)
, (5) 
x = F 2 ( f ) = 1 96 π
(
− 2 
√ 
f W (15 ( f 2 + W 2 ) 
+14 f W − 54 A 0 ( f + W ) + 72 A 0 2 ) 
−(5 ( f 3 + W 3 ) + 3 f W ( f + W ) 
−12 A 0 f W − 2 A 0 (9 ( f 2 + W 2 ) 
−12 A 0 ( f + W ) + 8 A 0 2 ) + 16) L 
)
, (6) 
where L was determined earlier in formula ( 2 ). Poten- 
tial ( 4 ) does not allow focusing. 
For further comprehension, let us note a significant 
property of potentials ( 4 )–( 6 ). Choosing a polynomial 
arrival function 
P (A ) = 1 + (A − A 0 ) k+1 , A 0 k+1  = 1 , 
results in an infinite derivative x f = ∂x / ∂ f at f = 0. 
Indeed, function ( 1 ), taking into account the chosen 
P ( A ), is a linear combination of the integrals 
I s = 
f ∫ 
0 
A s dA √ 
( f − A )(W − A ) , s = 0, 1 , ... , k + 1 
Obviously, 
∂ I 0 
∂ f = 
√ 
W 
(W − f ) √ f −−→ f → 0 ∞ . 
It is easy to demonstrate that 
∂ I s 
∂ f = s I s−1 −
1 
2 
s−1 ∑ 
m=0 
W m I s−1 −m 
+ W 
k−1 / 2 √ f 
W − f −−→ f → 0 0, s > 0, 
since for each non-negative s at f → 0, I s → 0 as 
well. Correspondingly, the linear combination of in- 
tegrals I s , s = 0, 1 , ... , k + 1 is infinite at f = 0 for
non-negative integer k . 
A possible question that may arise here is whether 
it is necessary to construct the fields implementing a 
finite-order focusing in the presence of a field provid- 
ing ideal focusing. To address this, let us note that a 
lack of any parameters in the structure of field ( 3 ) does 
not allow optimizing the behavior of the beam (that 
is already far from perfect) in the plane orthogonal 
to the symmetry plane. At the same time, the con- 
trolled reduction in the focusing quality in the ZOX 
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 plane provides a significant freedom in setting the po-
tential and, respectively, in controlling the transverse
behavior of the beam. 
Returning to potentials ( 4 )–( 6 ), we should note that,
as opposed to potential ( 2 ), converting and writing
them in form ( 3 ) is impossible. At the same time, fur-
ther trajectory analysis of the system implies solving
a direct problem, which, when dealing, for the time
being, with just the motion in the symmetry plane,
results in equations of the form 
x¨ = − f x (7)
or, taking into account the particular features of setting
the potential, to the equations 
x¨ = −1 / x f . (8)
However, since x f depends not on x , but on f , for
numerical integration ( 8 ), there is a need to solve the
equation x = F ( f ) multiple times to find f from the
given x at each integration step. With the existing ex-
pressions ( 4 )–( 6 ) this results both in losing accuracy
and in computational time increasing unreasonably. 
Taking into account the above, it seems logical to
use another approach. Let us start using the variable
f as an independent one. As a result, we are going to
obtain the equation 
f¨ = −x f f / x f · ˙ f 2 − 1 / x f 2 (9)
with the initial conditions 
f (0) = 0, ˙ f (0) = ˙ x(0) / x f (0) . (10)
However, as demonstrated above, x f (0) = ∞ . Re-
spectively, f x (0) = 0, and using the second of the ini-
tial conditions ( 10 ) to unequivocally set the trajectory
proves impossible. 
Introducing parametrization may provide an op-
portunity for solving this predicament. Let x = x ( p ),
f = f ( p ). Then from Eq. (7) we obtain an equation for
the parameter p : 
p¨ = −( x pp / x p ) ˙  p2 − f p / x p 2 (11)
with the initial conditions 
p(0) = 0, ˙ p(0) = ˙ x(0) / x p (0) . (12)
For regularization, it is convenient to introduce 
f = p 2 , (13)
as this allows to eliminate the fractional powers from
the structure of expressions ( 4 )–( 6 ). The solution
of the direct problem ( 11 )-( 12 ) taking into account
the parametrization ( 13 ) demonstrates that its resultsmatch the conditions of the inverse problem, which
proves the efficiency of the algorithm ( Fig. 1 ). 
The next step in the study is to investigate the
motion of the charged particle in a three-dimensional
space. 
Firstly, we need to construct a potential in the space
with only its inverse one-dimensional representation
x = F ( f ) present. The problem is reduced (since the po-
tential does not depend on z ) to the problem of ana-
lytically continuing a complex variable function from
a straight line to a plane. Let us introduce a complex
potential  = ψ + iϕ and write [5] : 
x + i y = F (−i ) = X (ϕ, ψ) + iY (ϕ, ψ) . (14)
We thus obtain a parametric representation 
x = X (ϕ, ψ) = Re F (−i) , 
y = Y (ϕ, ψ) = Im F (−i) (15)
which is convenient to use for constructing the cross-
sections of the equipotential surfaces ϕ = c = const
by the planes z = const, by fixing ϕ and varying ψ . 
The equations of motion for the three-dimensional
case are still trivial: 
x¨ = −ϕ x , y¨ = −ϕ y , z¨ = 0, (16)
but directly solving them leads to problems similar
to the ones described for the one-dimensional case.
The issue is that it is impossible to explicitly ex-
press ϕ x , ϕ y through x and y , and using x ϕ , x ψ , y ϕ , y ψ 
through which the functions of the right-hand side of
Eqs. (16) are represented results in having to numeri-
cally solve system ( 15 ) with respect to ϕ and ψ during
the integration procedure. In addition, ϕ and ψ cannot
be regarded as new coordinates, as defining the inte-
gral curves by a set of initial conditions is ambiguous.
Fortunately, the method in ( 11 ) and ( 12 ) tested on
the example of a plane problem is easily extrapolated
to the three-dimensional case. So, by introducing for
the one-dimensional case the parameter p by the ratio
f = G ( p ), we can obtain the relationship 
x = F (G (p)) = F ∗(p) . 
Taking into account the representations ( 14 ) and
( 15 ), we can move on to the complex parametrization
by formally substituting x by x + i y, p by p + i q, f
by −i = ϕ − iψ : 
x + i y = Re F ∗(p + i q) + i Im F ∗(p + i q) , (17)
ϕ − iψ = Re G (p + iq) + i Im G (p + iq) . (18)
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Fig. 1. Results of calculating the trajectories (left) and the arrival functions (right) of charged particles in the ZOX plane of an electrostatic 
field for various k : 0 (a), 1 (b), 2 (c), 3 (d). The direct problem ( 11 ) and ( 12 ) is shown to match the conditions of the inverse problem; 
A = W sin 2 θ . 
 Evidently, for equality ( 13 ) expression ( 18 ) pro- 
duces the following ratios: 
ϕ = p 2 − q 2 , ψ = 2p q. (19) By separating the real and the imaginary compo- 
nents of ( 17 ) and ( 18 ), we obtain a parametric re-
lationship between x, y and ϕ, ψ through the pair 
p , q . 
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 Taking p , q for the new coordinates, we can find the
equations of motion. According to equality ( 17 ), 
x = x(p, q) , y = y(p, q) . (20)
By differentiating these functions twice with re-
spect to time and then by solving the result with re-
spect to p¨ , q¨ , we obtain the following relationships: 
p¨ = (( y pp x q − y q x pp ) ˙ p2 +2( x q y pq −x pq y q ) ˙ p ˙ q
+( y qq x q − x qq y q ) ˙ q2 + ( ¨x y q −y¨ x q )) / ( x p y q −x q y p ) 
(21)
q¨ = (( x pp y p − x p y pp ) ˙ p2 +2( y p x pq −x p y pq ) ˙ p ˙ q
+( x qq y p − y qq x p ) ˙ q2 + ( ¨y x p −x¨ y p )) / ( x p y q −x q y p ) . 
(22)
The second derivatives of the x, y coordinates com-
prising relationships ( 21 ) and ( 22 ) should be substi-
tuted by the components of the potential gradient mul-
tiplied by minus unity; the potential gradient should be
transformed beforehand taking into account its param-
eterization. Thus, ϕ x , ϕ y need to be found taking into
account the parametrization ϕ =ϕ( p , q ) following from
( 18 ). 
Regarding the function ϕ = ϕ(p(x, y) , q(x, y)) as a
composite one and taking into account the identities 
p(x(p, q) , y(p, q)) ≡ p, 
q(x(p, q) , y(p, q)) ≡ q, 
we obtain the field components as the ratios of the
Jacobians: 
ϕ x = 
∣∣∣∣ϕ p ϕ q y p y q 
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣x p x q y p y q 
∣∣∣∣
, ϕ y = 
∣∣∣∣ϕ p ϕ q x p x q 
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣x p x q y p y q 
∣∣∣∣
. (23)
The denominators in the ratios ( 23 ) do not equal
zero, at least in some vicinity of the symmetry plane,
since x p does not equal zero in the one-dimensional
case. 
The result of substituting ϕ x , ϕ y ( 23 ) into the ratios
( 21 ) and ( 22 ) has the form 
p¨ = (( y pp x q − y q x pp ) ˙  p2 + 2( x q y pq − x pq y q ) ˙  p ˙ q
+( y qq x q − x qq y q ) ˙  q2 ) / ( x p y q − x q y p ) 
+(−ϕ p ( x q 2 + y q 2 ) + ϕ q ( x p x q + y p y q )) / 
( x p y q − x q y p ) 2 ; (24)
q¨ = (( x pp y p − x p y pp ) ˙  p2 + 2( y p x pq − x p y pq ) ˙  p ˙ q
+( x qq y p − y qq x p ) ˙  q2 ) / ( x p y q − x q y p ) +(−ϕ q ( x q 2 + y q 2 ) + ϕ p ( x p x q + y p y q )) / 
( x p y q − x q y p ) 2 . (25)
The initial conditions for Eqs. (24) and ( 25 )
with the known values of the initial conditions
x(0) , y(0) , ˙ x(0) , ˙ y(0) and taking into account the
ratios 
˙ x = x p ˙ p + x q ˙ q, ˙ y = y p ˙ p + y q ˙ q (26)
take the form 
p(0) = 0, q(0) = 0, (27)
˙ p(0) = ˙ x(0) y q (0) − x q (0) ˙  y(0) 
x p (0) y q (0) − x q (0) y p (0) , (28)
˙ q(0) = x p (0) ˙  y(0) − ˙ x(0) y p (0) 
x p (0) y q (0) − x q (0) y p (0) . (29)
The equations of motion ( 24 ) and ( 25 ) and the
initial conditions ( 27 ) and ( 28 ) have been obtained
without taking into account the specific form of the
parametrization. For an arbitrary k ∈ N a field x = F k ( f )
can always be found, and, using equality ( 17 ), the ex-
plicit form of relationship ( 20 ) can be obtained. It is
also easy to analytically define all the derivatives ( 20 )
comprising Eqs. (24) , ( 25 ), and ( 28 ). 
Taking into account expressions ( 19 ), we obtain the
following relations: 
ϕ p = 2p, ϕ q = −2q. (30)
The initial conditions ( 27 ) and ( 28 ) are fully deter-
mined by the initial conditions by the x , y coordinates.
Thus, the Cauchy problem ( 24 ), ( 25 ), ( 27 ) and ( 28 )
can be solved, and its solution, i.e., the functions p ( t ),
q ( t ) can be found. The spatial trajectory sought for is
defined, taking into account ( 20 ), as 
(x(p(t ) , q(t )) , y(p(t ) , q(t )) , 
√ 
2W cos θ · t ) . 
Even though the course of the solution is extremely
simple and transparent, the preliminary calculations
require rather cumbersome transformations that are
hardly possible to complete in reasonable time without
using computer algebra systems [10] . 
The algorithm was tested by comparing a solution
of the problem for the Tutankhamun system [5] given
parametrically (by formulae ( 2 ) and ( 17 )) with the re-
sults of directly integrating the motion of the particle
in the field 
ϕ(x, y) = sin h 
2 2πx − sin 2 2πy 
( cos h2πx + cos 2πy) 2 = Im i t h 
2 (x + iy) . 
(31)
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which proves the efficiency of the suggest calculation 
algorithm. 
Thus, the study examined a class of symmetri- 
cal electrostatic fields implementing the focusing of 
a given order in their median plane. We have sug- 
gested an efficient algorithm for calculating trajecto- 
ries in such fields, based on the specially introduced 
parametric potential-setting. The obtained results can 
be used for designing new energy-analyzing devices 
with improved characteristics. 
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